
MA 294: Applied Abstract Algebra / Spring 2022
Homework assignment #11

Due at the latest in class by 4pm on Wednesday 5/4/2022

Problem (8) and the long prompt before it added 27 April 2022. Font is still black.

Read sections 22.5, 22.6, 22.7, 22.8, 23.1, 23.3, 23.4.

(1) Exercise 22.5.2.

(2) Exercise 22.6.1

(3) Exercise 22.8.1

(4) Find all the irreducible polynomials of degree 2, 3, and 4 in Z2[x]. Explain your work.

(5) Exercise 23.1.1

(6) Exercise 23.3.3. (Do not use Theorem 23.4 for the second part of the question.)

(7) Consider the ring B = (Z2[x])x4+x3+1, the set of equivalence classes of polynomials
in Z2[x] under the congruence-modulo-(x4 + x3 + 1) relation.

(a) How many elements does B have?

(b) Show that B is a field.

(c) Find the multiplicative inverses of x and x2 + x+ 1 in B.

(d) Find a generator of the multiplicative group of B.

(e) Find an element in B of multiplicative order 5.

Send your answers to problem (8) below in the body of an email (no attachments; separate
email from any other topic, please) to medved@bu.edu with subject “RSA”.

For this problem we’ll use a three-digit text-to-ascii encoding, so “A” corresponds to 065,
“B” to 066, ..., “Z” to 090. For example “FACE” corresponds to 070065067069. There are
websites that will do text-ascii conversion for you easily. Here’s one:

http://www.unit-conversion.info/texttools/ascii/.

Note that you might have to take a bit of care with leading zeros if you’re converting a
number whose digit length is not divisible by 3. (Tip: If you’re converting a number to text
and getting nonsense, try adding a leading zero or two.)

To assist in computations, you may use whatever computer math package you like. If you
want to run a computation online in Sage (the package used in class in Wednesday), you can
do this quickly and easily at

https://sagecell.sagemath.org/.

In particular, you do not need to create a worksheet in CoCalc as an anonymous user — it
thankfully turns out to be much easier than I suggested in class!

Sample Sage code snippet similar to Wednesday’s class.

http://www.unit-conversion.info/texttools/ascii/
https://sagecell.sagemath.org/
https://sagecell.sagemath.org/?z=eJxVjkEOgyAQRfeTzB3YNAFjU4YxARYeoVdoN7LoQoqNC_X0DtqNCX8g7_MIRfUqp2V-l99nTJpD9BRt4M5bioFj8LKs5BhnyEbHwSBMV9nJ9a72HA6dgz-VeNkk4mZxSzMhjHLQ5U6m0ZNMhCSACGGoBT2SuY0IS4XescjkPCOsAp7fQS-tyuaVELY_WA8wIMin8lx7IVur5IVebWYHIGE5Dw==&lang=sage&interacts=eJyLjgUAARUAuQ==
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(8) (a) You’re Alice! Bob has posted the following public key:

(n = 51805762475334368487255072857418968756666467122501846567384353, e = 5).

Use Bob’s public key to encode your favorite food/favorite article of cloth-
ing/favorite Wordle word/favorite (or most hated) English word. Your word
should be at least 5 letters long.

(b) You’re Bob! You created a public key using the following primes:

p = 49872980928038798471093847987988103

q = 7091834709809809898009809809380999909851.

Your encoding power e is the smallest integer greater than 1 that is relatively
prime to m = ϕ(pq).

(i) What is your public key?

(ii) What is your decoding power d?

(iii) You received the following encoded message answering the question
“What’s purple and commutes?”

78409967988822178920614495006409837046072487901250449673305141939629567811

Decode this message! Be precise — don’t leave off any characters.

(c) You’re Eve! Bob posts the following public key:

(n = 181981306570632144550346182696273368297998261928828425750902586327, e = 101)

Alice wants to send Bob a message about her favorite song. It’s a little long, so
she breaks her message in half, encodes each half using Bob’s public key, and
sends them to Bob. But you, evil eavesdropper Eve, manage to intercept both
parts! Here they are:

38628799480827012120981716017819817381150289899757166097027923389

141339723368896535922721146494655586463393791422712947861425014730

Break the code and decode Alice’s message. What is her favorite song?
Explain your work.
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Additional optional exercises and reading.

(9) Let B := Z3[x]x2+x+2.

(a) Show that B is a field with 9 elements.

(b) Find a root α of the polynomial y2 + 1 in B.

(c) Section 23.1 describes C = Z3[x]x2+1, another field with 9 elements. Show that
the map ψ : C → B sending f(x) to f(α) is well defined, bijective, and preserves
both addition and multiplication — in other words, B and C are isomorphic as
fields.

(10) Let A be a finite abelian group, and let M be the maximal order of any element of A.
Prove that every a ∈ A satisfies aM = 1.

Suggested plan of action: for any elements a, b ∈ A, use (8a) on HW #6 to prove
that there exists an element c ∈ A so that ord(c) = lcm(ord(a), ord(b)).
Why is this enough?

• Every finite field has pn elements for a prime p and n ≥ 1. See section 23.2.
The argument may be summarized as follows using the language of linear algebra: if
F is a finite field, then the additive group generated by 1 must have prime order p,
so that Zp ⊆ F . Moreover, F is a vector space of some finite dimension n over the
field Zp (Theorem 23.2), so that |F | = pn.

• Every finite field is isomorphic to (Zp[x])π(x) for some prime p and some
irreducible π(x) in Zp[x]. Let F be a finite field; let p be the characteristic of F ,
and let n be the dimension of F as a vector space over Zp, as in section 23.2. Use
the primitive element theorem to find a generator α of the multiplicative group of F .
By linear algebra, the elements 1, α, α2, · · · , αn are linearly dependent over Zp. The
relation they satisfy gives a polynomial π(x) in Zp[x] satisfied by α; one can show
that this π(x) is irreducible of degree n.

• There is a finite field of order pn for every prime p and every n ≥ 1. See
section 23.9 for the proof that Zp[x] has an irreducible polynomial of every degree n.

• Any two finite fields of the same size are isomorphic: See (9) above for a hint
of how to prove this.

• Proof of the primitive element theorem: Section 20.9 proves Theorem 20.9, a
characterization of cyclic groups that is used in the textbook’s proof of the primitive
element theorem (Theorem 23.4). In class we give a different proof of Theorem 23.4
using a lemma about orders of elements in abelian groups, in (10) above. Both
arguments use the fact that a polynomial over a field of degree n has no more than
n distinct roots (Theorem 22.8.2) in a key way.

https://math.bu.edu/people/medved/Teach/294S2022/HW/294S2022_HW6.pdf

